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Chemical Gloves - Disposable Respirators - Coveralls -
Goggles - Half Face Masks - Full Face Masks - Gas Filters

Particulate Filters - Spill Kits - Pre Filters



Customers can choose from a range of PPE items to suit 
their individual needs. 

PPE Equipment
For those looking for convenience and savings, we supply 
ready made kits for agricultural spraying applications. Kits 
are supplied with all relevant masks, filters and more to 
tackle any spraying needs you may currently have!

Spill Kits
We also supply a range of General purpose and Hazchem 
Spill kits. Our Spill Kits are selected for small aplications and 
come in a convenient bag which can easily fit inside the cab 
of your truck or ute. 

If a chemical spill occurs on your property or any property 
you are working on you may be guilty of an offence, it is 
important to be prepared and know your responsibilities.

Freight
+ Standard Satchel
Delivered within 3-10 Business days and packaged in an 
Australia Post satchel. 

+ Express Delivery
Delivered in 1-2 Business days and packaged in either a 
satchel or box depending on requirements.

+ Orders over $300
All orders over $300 are eligible for free standard shipping. 
Express shipping is still available however this is at the 
expense of the customer.



3M™ Half Facepiece Reusable Respirator 6500 Series were designed 
with comfort and convenience in mind. The facepiece is available 
with either a standard or Quick Latch (QL) drop-down mechanism. 
All facepieces have the 3M™ bayonet connection system, allowing 
the user to connect to a broad range of 3M™ cartridges and filters 
to protect against gases, vapors and particulates.

Features and Benefits
+ Comfortable silicone face seal, low profile design for compatibility
+ Resilient silicone material maintains shape in high heat 
environments
+ Compatible with most welding/ grinding shields

6500 QL

RRP            $55

RRP            $42

6000
6000 Series respirators have the 3M™ Bayonet
Connection System which fit 3M’s broad range of twin, lightweight,
cartridges and filters. These provide protection against gases, 
vapours and particulates (depending on your needs). The twin filter 
design has a low profile and is well balanced. 
The 6000 Series Half Face Respirators can also be used with 3M™ 
Supplied-Air Systems.

Features and Benefits
+ Easy to use
+ Contoured face seal design
+ Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) facepiece

6800
The 3M™ 6000 Series Full Face Masks are proven to be simple to 
handle and comfortable to the wearer. The exhalation port provides 
increased durability, easy cleaning and reduced breathing resistance 
which helps to increase your comfort. All masks have the 3M 
bayonet connection system allowing connection to a broad range 
of twin lightweight filters.
Features and Benefits
+ Lightweight, well-balanced with soft silicone nose cup ensures 
comfort during long periods of work. 
+ Flexible System (gas & vapour and / or particulate filters plus 
Supplied-Air option).
+ Twin filter design provides lower breathing resistance, a more 
balanced fit, and improves field of vision with a polycarbonate lens.

RRP           $325

https://www.ultrasafe.com.au/product-page/3m-6500-comfort-half-mask


6000 Series respirators have the 3M™ Bayonet Connection System 
which fit 3M’s broad range of twin, lightweight,cartridges and filters. 
These provide protection against gases, vapours and particulates 
(depending on your needs). Filters come as a pair.
Usage Examples
+ Ammonia & Derivatives
+ Combination organic vapours (b.pt. > 65ºC),inorganic & acid 
gases                   
+ Manufacture and Maintenance of refrigeration equipment 
- Spraying and handling Agrochemicals, Electrolytic processes – 
Acid Cleaning – Metal Picking – Metal Etching 
Convenience
+ Combine with filter retainer (501) and particulate pre filter (5925) 
for added dust protection

ABEK1 Vapour Filters

RRP            $46

RRP            $29

6035 P3 Particulate Filter
A great option if requiring protective casing to deflect sparks and 
splashes. Great for carrying out lead or mould remediation and 
certain asbestos tasks. Filters come as a pair.

Industries/ Applications
+ Agriculture 
+ Construction/ quarrying                                                                                                          
+ Woodworking/ Ceramics/ Refractory Materials                                                    
+ Pharmaceutical/ Powdered Chemicals
Convenience
+ Easy bayonet style attachment
+ Hard case allows safety and versatility when working

6035 P2 Pre Filter + Retainer
Particulate Pre-Filters are easily attached to ABEK1 cartridge filters 
by clipping on the Filter retainer (#501). For added particulate 
protection when using gas/ vapour filters. 

Industries/ Applications
+ Agriculture 
+ Construction/ quarrying                                                                                                          
+ Woodworking/ Ceramics/ Refractory Materials                                                    
+ Pharmaceutical/ Powdered Chemicals
Convenience
+ Place particulate filter into retainer and clip to existing filter
+ Easily replaceable pre filterFilters: RRP           $11

Retainer: RRP       $10

https://www.ultrasafe.com.au/shop


The 7000 series half mask respirator is specifically designed to 
comfortably conform to facial contours and with a modern look that 
increases worker acceptance. The curved neck buckle and adjustable 
head cradle ensure a comfortable, custom fit for most users and 
without pressure points.
Features and Benefits
+ 100% PVC-Free for a greener alternative
+ Wide field of vision                                                                                               
+ Drops down around the neck for easy storage                                                     
+ Twin cartridge application increases airflow
Comfort
+ Adjustable head cradle and curved neck buckles for extra comfort
+ Lightweight design plus extra-wide sealing area for lasting 
comfort.RRP            $43

RRP            $28

For use against multi hazards in the same workplace, these filters 
easily connect to our Moldex 7002 half face mask. 100% PVC free 
for a greener alternative. Filters come as a pair.
Industries/ Applications
+ Organic Vapours
+ Ammonia                                                                                                               
+ Methylamine                                                                                                          
+ Hydrogen Chloride, Hydrogen Flouride                                                                
+ Chlorine
Convenience
+ Combine with P2/P3 particulate pre filters for added dust/ 
particulate protection.

The 7960A P2/P3 Particulate filter has an efficiency level of 99.97% 
or greater against both oil and non-oil-based aerosols. 
Fiberglass-free and 100% PVC free filters. Filters come as a pair.

Industries/ Applications
+ Welding, Grinding, Metal machining
+ Polishing, Buffing, Sanding                                                                                  
+ Cement work, Stone quarrying, Torch Cutting                                                                                                     
+ Mining, Soldering, Waste Processing/ Recycling
Comfort and Convenience 
+ Offers relief from nuisance levels of OV/Ozone
+ Simple light weight attachment

7002 Respirator

ABEK1 Gas/ Vapour Filter

7960A P2/P3 Particulate Filter

RRP            $22

https://www.ultrasafe.com.au/shop


Dura-Mesh shell resists collapsing heat and humidity. Soft foam 
nose cushion for comfort and moulded nose bridge for an easy seal. 
Meets flame resistant standards AS/NZS 1716:2003. Box of 20.
Industries/ Applications
+ Welding/ Soldering
+ Grinding/ Sanding                                                                                                               
+ Metal Etching                                                                                                          
+ Polishing, Buffing                                                                                                   
+ Stone Quarrying
Convenience
+ 100% PVC Free
Meets the standard: AS/NZS 1716:2012RRP            $37

3M 8822 provides lightweight, comfortable protection against 
dusts, mists, fumes and smokes using the Cool Flow TM Exhalation 
Valve for reduced heat build up and increased comfort. An excellent 
choice for humidity and long periods of work.

Industries/ Applications
+ Infectious aerosols
+ Foundries/ Furnaces                                                                                            
+ Bushfire fighting                                                                                                     
+ Leadwork, light welding
Comfort
+ Twin strap and custom fitting steel nose clip
+ Patented one-way valve offers easy exhalation and cooler drier 
comfortRRP            $55

8822 P2 Respirator

8010A P2 Pre- Filter can be used with the 7020 Pre-Filter retainer 
which can be attached to any Gas/ Vapour Cartridge. For usage with 
dusts/ mists, fumes, P2 plus Nuisance OV/Ozone. 
Comes as a bag of 10.
Industries and Applications
+ Manufacturing/ Mining
+ Agriculture, Pesticides                                                                                               
+ Pharmaceuticals, Perfumes                                                                                  
+ Twin cartridge application increases airflow
Comfort
+ Simple application
+ Lightweight and compact
Meets the standard: AS/NZS 1716:2012

Filters: RRP           $37
Retainer: RRP       $7

8010A Pre Filters +  Retainer

2200 P2 Reusable Respirator

https://www.ultrasafe.com.au/shop


The sophisticated ventilation system and optimized interior space 
makes the Uvex Ultravision goggle the ideal choice for comfort in 
hard working conditions.

Features and Benefits
+ Acetate lens, anti-fog on both sides 
+ Splash Proof                                                                                                          
+ Approved to AS/ NZS 1337.1 – medium impact protection
Convenience
+ Quick and easy lens replacement
+ Fits over most prescription spectacles

RRP            $29

8822 P2 Respirator

Stylish and modern slim-line and lightweight design for an excellent 
fit. Aerodynamic shape with a cylindrical lens for 180 º of 
distortion-free vision. Designed specifically to fit prescription 
glasses, dust mask or respiratory half-mask. 
Features and Benefits
+ Indirect ventilation system to prevent fog, liquids and dust. 
+ Lens absorbs more than 99% UV+AS/NZS1337                                                 
+ Medium impact rating + comfort soft PVC crystal frame with a 
wide support area all around the face to enhance comfort.
Convenience
+ Easily adjustable
+ Wide nylon strap for strength and comfort.

Fahrenheit Clear Lens Goggle

RRP            $30

https://www.ultrasafe.com.au/shop


Neoprene natural rubber design provides increased protection to 
a wide range of chemicals. Economical alternative to higher-priced, 
heavy gauge nitrile and neoprene gloves.
Industries/ Applications
+ Mining/ Automotive
+ Petrochemical                                                                                                        
+ Metal fabrication/ engineering                                                                                                     
+ Chemical handling and processing
Comfort
+ Ansell Grip Technology TM providing best grip for chemical oils 
or grease.
+ Safety Cuff shape designed to prevent snagging and avoid itching 
on bare hands.RRP            $11

Alphatec Nitrile Glove

Neoprene natural rubber design provides increased protection to 
a wide range of chemicals. Economical alternative to higher-priced, 
heavy gauge nitrile and neoprene gloves.
Industries/ Applications
+ Aircraft Assembly
+ Automotive manufacturing                                                                                    
+ Chemical plants                                                                                                     
+ Pesticide manufacturing
Comfort
+ 27ml thick for added ruggedness
+ Recessed-diamond embossing pattern provides excellent grip for 
wet and dry applications.

Chemi - Pro Glove

RRP            $3

https://www.ultrasafe.com.au/shop


The compact size of this spill kit makes it ideal for use in utes, cars 
and other small vehicles including forklifts.

It contains pads, loose absorbent, containment boom to prevent 
the spread of the spill and to quickly convert the liquid hazard into 
an easily managed solid.

Qty  Description
5  General Purpose Absorbent Pad – 480 x 430mm
1  General Purpose Absorbent Boom – 1.2m x 75mm
1  General Purpose Absorbent Sweep – 15L Bag
2  Contaminated Waste Bags & Ties
1  Oil Resistant Gloves
1  Laminated Instruction Sheet
1  Labelled Zip Top Spill Kit BagRRP            $82

20L General Purpose Sill Kit

The compact size of this spill kit makes it ideal for use in utes, cars 
and other small vehicles including forklifts. It contains pads, loose 
absorbent, containment boom to prevent the spread of the spill 
and quickly convert the liquid hazard into an easily managed solid.

This compact kit is designed for spills of up to 20 litres and is 
effective on:

•     Oils/ Fuels/ Coolant
•     Herbicide/ Pesticide
•     Acids/ Caustics
•     Solvents/ PaintsRRP        $117

20L Hazchem Spill Kit

https://www.ultrasafe.com.au/shop


AusSpill product quality compliant 40L General Purpose Spill Kit is 
designed to clean up spills of a variety of liquids including paints, 
oils, fuels, coolant, cutting fluids and agricultural chemicals. Please 
see technical data sheets to the right for more information.

Qty  Description
20  General Purpose Absorbent Pad – 480 x 430mm
1  General Purpose Absorbent Boom – 1.2m x 75mm
1  General Purpose Absorbent Sweep – 15L Bag
2  Contaminated Waste Bags & Ties
1  Oil Resistant Gloves
1  Laminated Instruction Sheet
1  Labelled Zip Top Spill Kit BagRRP            $82

40L General Purpose Spill Kit

The compact size of this spill kit makes it ideal for use in utes, cars 
and other small vehicles including forklifts. It contains pads, loose 
absorbent, containment boom to prevent the spread of the spill 
and quickly convert the liquid hazard into an easily managed solid.

This compact kit is designed for spills of up to 20 litres and is 
effective on:

•     Oils/ Fuels/ Coolant
•     Herbicide/ Pesticide
•     Acids/ Caustics
•     Solvents/ PaintsRRP        $117

50L Hazchem Spill Kit

https://www.ultrasafe.com.au/shop

